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Kuwait Times: Tell us about your art? What are your inspi-
rations? How did you get started making masks/children’s
toys?
Polina: My art is multidisciplinary, meaning that I use different
disciplines within the arts to express an idea. In my case the
art disciplines I find most interesting are drawing, videogra-
phy, artists books (books as art objects), puppets and perform-
ing objects (toys as puppets) and performance art. The com-
mon aspect in all of these art forms is their ability to tell a sto-
ry, although their way of engaging with the audience is differ-
ent. The artwork I have created in the past 10 years has been
aimed at different audiences (children and adults): immigrant
families in New York City, a general audience through my art-
work in public spaces and streets, as well as theater and muse-
um-goers through my visual work and performances. Mainly,
my inspirations come from myths and cultural symbols of
Mexico, I also find it interesting to incorporate other cultures
and traditions. There’s another aspect of my artwork where I
use my personal experiences to talk about gender issues. I
started making puppets, masks and toys (performing objects)
during the time I was doing my Master’s in Fine Arts in 2005. I
took a class on puppetry with a renowned artist, this art form
allowed me to use my knowledge in the visual arts as well as
in the performing arts (I have a background in dance). Later in
2010 I was commissioned by “El Museo del Barrio”, a leading

institution of Latino art, to create three giant puppets repre-
senting Taino culture and to be used in their annual parade in
New York. Up to today, these puppets continue to be a center
part of the parade every year. 

KT: What are you planning for the Bayt Lothan event?
What can parents/children expect?
Polina: At Bayt Lothan I will be exhibiting two bodies that
talk about two Aztec myths. The first work deals with the sky
and the Aztec concept of creation. In “The Alebrijes in Search
of the Sun” a group of Alebrijes, which are traditional wood-
en Mexican toys of fantastical creatures, embark on a journey
to search for the sun after its disappearance from the sky.
Being inspired by the ancient Aztec creation myth of the fifth
sun, this play, which was commissioned by the Department
of Cultural Affairs of New York City and performed at the
Queens Museum in 2009, displays cosmic and supernatural
events in form of a puppet play. The second work introduces
the audience to the ancient Aztec myth of Mictlan, the
underworld or the place of the dead. In “Journey to Mictlan”,
which is an artistic book created in 2006 as a hand-made lim-
ited edition of 10 pieces, a group of children engage in a
conversation about a possible journey to this mysterious
place. The book itself is an example of multi-level engage-
ment. The cover can be used as a puppet theater and its sto-
ry elements, which are included as mini-puppets, give depth
and a feeling of multi-dimension to this ancient myth. This
exhibition is for anyone who is interested in Mexican culture,
recommended for older children and adults. When you come

Mexican artist introduces Kuwait to art
and culture through puppet workshops

By Jamie Etheridge

From August 23 to 26, Bayt Lothan will host Russian-Mexican artist Polina Porras
Sivolobova and offer a series of lectures and workshops on her multimedia and
multidimensional art. In an exclusive interview, Kuwait Times discussed with Polina
the concepts and techniques involved in her art, her inspirations and how she
incorporates the history, culture and traditions of Mexico into her educational
and interactive workshops.

Jaguar Mask from ‘Alebrijes in Search of the Sun’ Puppet Play. — All photos courtesy Polina
Porras Sivolobova

Tonatiuh Mask from ‘Alebrijes in Search of the Sun’ Puppet Play.

Poster for ‘Journey to Mictlan
and Back’ multi-media play.

Little dog from ‘Alebrijes in Search of the Sun’ Puppet Play.


